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(The Morality of Movement: digital video, 2006)

2.

(EN ROUTE:                   U-matic video, 15 minutes, 1986)

 

‘I’m going to go back to the same place.....where I began.’

‘Are you lost?’

‘No - yes.’

‘Now you know where you are: the bridge.’

A video about transition and trying to find the right track.
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‘No, honey, you don’t get it. That is just it. You see, the future of art 
resides in its non-existence.’

-  On the phone. Hushed words. Persshwerhhh wer shhhhh. Whispers. 
I   think   he’s   ill again. She said, saying each word as if divided by a 
full stop.

He rings his agent. ‘Harry’, he says, ‘there is no art. There needn’t 
be. This is the future, you see, from Courbet to Duchamp to Beuys… 
[cough]… we’re heading to the complete conceptualisation of art, 
and in this form art can be beautiful again. The truth of art as true 
thinking alone enables freedom. It’s revolutionary. The freedom to 
think anything.’

- Revolutionary. Yeah. Great, I like your thinking. Harry said.

He went into the Hackney studios with a machete and hacked to 
pieces everyone’s work. In a tussle with a sculptress he head butted 
her father, who had come to help her move her nude to another studio. 
They fled with the sculpture, but he knocked the willy off in any case.

‘I knocked the willy off’. He told Harry. 

But Harry had no time to talk.

In the dock.

- [Judge]: You are charged with crimes against art.
- [Man]: No such charge exists. (he had decided to represent 

himself).
- Yes it does. WE invented it.   (He had no chance. This was a 

Kangaroo court, comprised of art lovers. Scott Ridley headed the 
jury. He had a lot to prove this time. A lot.)

- OK, I will proceed with my defence.
- Proceed as you wish (said the judge) to laughter and muted 

applause.
- OK, I will:

[He spoke in a parable]:

The artist was not allowed in past the City gates, and was made to 
keep moving around the perimeter. To stop at any point would arouse 
suspicion of an attempt at breaking in to the City.

He continued this circling in this desert, for at every hour or so he 
would be offered a cup of water by a hand poked through a wooden 
shutter. The water was one part vinegar to three parts sparkling 
mineral water. The sparkling mineral water symbolised the wealth 
and generosity of the City, the one part vinegar signalled that he was 
not a friend. He complained not, as he needed this water in order that 
he may continue his walk around the perimeter.

I merely seek the means with which we can stop needing the janitor 
to give us more water. So I propose we stop giving him the incentive. 
If art exposes for us something true and free, it is truth and freedom 
we must seek after not the art. For the art as a cipher for freedom 
will always become the target for those who wish to withhold that 
freedom.

If art is the sign of true love, of true freedom, then we must seek to 
erase the sign so that we may see the freedom first hand, and so that 
sign cannot be abused an manipulated.

Preamble:

- Blind Theorist: I will be your ears if you will be my eyes.
- Deaf Artist: [No answer].

On how we might love better.

The artist scratched his head, and picked up another dismembered 
body part.

He was sure he could reconstitute this as something somehow more 
beautiful.

He made a huge smiling face of only arms.

No good. His wife said. No good, and time for tea.

‘They’re not real limbs’, he had said to his agent.

-Laughs. Well, of course not. Unless they are animal limbs, or real 
plastic limbs and that would be OK.

His wife caught him somehow distracted.

‘I know this can be better. I have to make things better.’ He said.

-Darling. She said. Finish your peas.

There was only one pea left. She wasn’t even looking. He thought, 
tossing the pea on to the floor and squashing it under his bare foot.

‘Art should be profound.’ He said.

- Your art is profound. She said.

‘Tell me you’re real.’ He said.

- I’m real. She said. 

He awoke 12 hours later. He went to the market place, where the 
organic beef looked like putty, and where the nearby the Belgian beer 
looked like milkshake. He saw a small child grab a poorly pigeon and 
rip feathers from its back, whilst his parents looked on and cheered a 
faux-cheer. 

- Hooray. 
- Yeaaah.

Then he imagined himself snap, and he turned to a man next to him, 
a man who was clearly about to buy some olives, and he said, in a 
hushed voice, ‘There is no art.’

- I’ll have Olives stuffed with almonds. The man said to another.

He returned home. ‘Honey.’ He said. ‘I am not an artist.’

- Oh, Dear, yes you are. She said.



- OK. I deliver the sentence. The judge said. The jury are in 
agreement. You are sentenced to death by drowning, unless you 
can make for the jury an artwork of such opulent beauty as to 
gain their favour. You have until noon tomorrow to show us what 
you have made.

- I am not an artist. He said.

At home his wife pleaded with him to make an artwork.

- Please honey, make an artwork… for me ? She said, crying.

He sat awake all night and arrived at court the next day in his same 
clothes that he had worn the day before.

- Toiling, I see, chuckled the judge. And what have you for me?
- I have nothing. He said. The crowd gasped. He is suicidal, said 

one. I present for you, he continued, the whole of ‘nothing’ as an 
artistic readymade. Thus, he continued, ‘nothing’ has gained the 
status of artistic truth. We need no longer fear ‘nothing’ as it is as 
valuable as the illusory beauty that art itself conveys.

The jury convened and has sat out in debate for two years at this point 
in time. 

He sits in jail awaiting sentence. He has been awarded artists privileges, 
but still he has produced nothing.

On a rare visit from his wife he gestured simply, opening his hands 
to sky: ‘All of this, honey, is my art. All of this and nothing.’ He was 
smiling. She later said.

Afterword.

Deaf Artist: [sign language]:  I will be your eyes if you will be my ears.

Blind-Theorist: (no answer).

Mike Watson>>> Making Love not Art. © 2007  
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